By DUBAWI (IRE) (2002). Hwt. 3 times in France and Ireland, Classic winner of $1,256,932 USA in England, France and Ireland, Boylesports Irish Two Thousand Guineas [G1], etc. Leading sire in France, sire of 9 crops of racing age, 1203 foals, 875 starters, 127 stakes winners, 7 champions, 655 winners of 2069 races and earning $121,088,304 USA, including Lucky Nine (Champion twice in Hong Kong, $6,652,807 USA, Cathay Pacific Hong Kong Sprint [G1], etc.), Dubday (Champion twice in Qatar, $1,550,897 USA, Betfred Glorious S. [G3], etc.), Makfi (European Champion, $867,460 USA, Stanjames.com Two Thousand Guineas [G1], etc.), Irish Field (Champion in Spain, $396,682 USA, Prix Robert Papin [G2], etc.).

1st dam
PLUMANIA (GB), by Anabaa. 3 wins at 2 and 4 in FR , $838,738 (USA), Grand Prix de Saint-Cloud [G1], Prix Corrida [G2], 2nd Qatar Prix Vermeille [G1] twice, Prix Penelope [G3], 3rd Prix de Diane-French Oaks [G1], Qatar Prix de Royallieu [G2], Prix de Psyche Beachcomber Hotels “Royal Palm” [G3]. Dam of 5 foals, 2 to race, 2 winners--
=MANIACO (GB) (c. by $Galileo (IRE)). 2 wins at 3, 2016 in FR , $56,953 (USA), Prix Vulcain.
=Solilea (IRE) (f. by $Galileo (IRE)). Winner at 3 in FR , $34,381 (USA).
=Plumatic (GB) (c. by =Dubawi (IRE)). See below.

2nd dam
=FEATHERQUEST (GB), by Rainbow Quest. Winner at 2 in FR , $38,761 (USA). Half-sister to GROOM DANCER ($255,205 USA), Hwt. colt at 3 on French Free Hand., 9 1/2 - 11 fur., Prix Lupin [G1], etc., Leading broodmare sire in Belgium, Among the leading sires in France), TAGEL ($164,306 (USA), CIGA Prix Saint-Roman [G3], etc., sire), SLEW THE SLEWOR ($344,154 (USA), Robert F. Carey Memorial H. [L] (HAW, $96,090), etc., sire), Feathertop ($87,863 (USA), 3rd Prix Herbager). Dam of 8 winners--
PLUMANIA (GB) (f. by Anabaa). Black type winner, see above.

=BALLADEUSE (FR) (f. by $Singspiel (IRE)). 2 wins at 3 in FR , $168,432 (USA), Qatar Prix de Royallieu [G2], 3rd Prix de Royaumont [G3], Prix de Liencourt. Dam of--
=LEFT HAND (GB) (f. by =Dubawi (IRE)). 3 wins at 2 and 3, 2016 in FR , $576,553 (USA), Qatar Prix Vermeille [G1], SOREC Prix de Psyche Morocco Cup [G3], 2nd Prix de Diane Longines [G1].
=BILISSIE (GB) (f. by $Dansili (GB)). 2 wins at 3 in FR , $67,419 (USA), Prix Charles Laffitte.
=Dancequest (IRE) (f. by $Dansili (GB)). Winner at 3 in FR , $35,434 (USA), 3rd Prix de Liencourt.
=Hando (GB) (c. by $Hernando (FR)). 7 wins, 3 to 6 in FR , $120,859 (USA).
=Omitas (GB) (g. by Lomitas (GB)). 5 wins, 4 to 9 in FR , $69,636 (USA).
=Gallapagos (GB) (c. by Oasis Dream (GB)). Winner at 4, 2017 in FR , $26,097 (USA).
=Plumba (GB) (f. by Anabaa). Winner at 3 in FR , $23,684 (USA).
=Singuliere (IRE) (f. by $Singspiel (IRE)). Winner at 3 in FR , $10,493 (USA).

3rd dam
Featherhill (FR), by Lyphard. Winner at 2 and 3 in FR , placed at 4 in NA , $43,980 (USA), 3rd Lady Morvich H. Half-sister to INDIAN ROSE (FR) ($244,166 (USA), Champion 3-year-old filly in France, Prix Vermeille [G1], etc.), =VERT AMANDE ($607,850 (USA), Prix Ganay [G1], etc., sire), =LE NAIN JAUNE (FR) ($117,744 (USA), Grand Prix de Paris-G1, etc., sire), MULBERRY (FR) ($126,291 (USA), Prix La Moskowa twice, etc., sire), Woolskin (IRE) ($58,555 (USA), 2nd Grand Prix de Paris-G1, etc.), =Rose Bonbon (FR) ($24,507 (USA), 2nd Prix de Thiberville, etc.). Dam of 8 winners--

GROOM DANCER (c. by Blushing Groom (FR)). 8 wins in 11 starts at 2 and 3 in FR , $255,205 (USA), Hwt. colt at 3 on French Free Hand., 9 1/2 - 11 fur., Prix Lupin [G1], Prix de Guiche [G3], Prix de Conde [G3], Prix du Prince d’Orange [G3], Prix Daphnis [G3], Prix Omnium II, Prix Herod, 3rd Criterium de Saint-Cloud [G2], Leading broodmare sire in Belgium, Among the leading
sires in France.


TAGEL (c. by Cox’s Ridge). 2 wins in 3 starts at 2 in FR, placed in 1 start at 2 in NA, $164,306 (USA), CIGA Prix Saint-Roman [G3], 3rd Breeders’ Cup Juvenile [G1]. Sire.

Feathertop (c. by Alydar). 5 wins, 3 to 6 in FR and NA, $87,863 (USA), 3rd Prix Herbager.

=Featherquest (GB) (f. by Rainbow Quest). See above.

Sea Hill (f. by Seattle Slew). Winner at 3 in FR, $24,580 (USA). Dam of--

LEGERETE (f. by Rahy). 3 wins and 3 in FR, $165,352 (USA), 2nd Prix d'Essai des Poulains-French Two Thousand Guineas [G1]. Dam of--

=PILOTE (IRE) (c. by =Pivotal (GB)). 4 wins at 2 and 3 in FR, placed at 5 in UAE, $393,881 (USA), Prix Matchem, 2nd Prix Guillaume d'Ornano Haras du Logis Saint-Germain [G2], Prix Eugene Adam-Grand Prix de Maisons-Laffitte [G2], Prix Daphnis [G3], Prix Messidor [G3], etc.

Underwater (f. by Theatrical (IRE)). Winner at 3 in FR, $47,413 (USA), 2nd Prix de Malleret [G2]. Dam of--

=Investissement (GB) (g. by $Singspiel (IRE)). 4 wins, 3 to 9 in ENG and FR, $165,352 (USA), 2nd Prix Frederic de Lagrange, 3rd Prix de Lutec [G3].

Icelips (f. by Unbridled). Winner at 3 in FR, $30,593 (USA). Dam of--

FALCO (c. by =Pivotal (GB)). 2 wins at 3 in FR, $404,879 (USA), Poule d'Essai des Poulains-French Two Thousand Guineas [G1]. Sire.


=Feathergod (FR) (g. by Nashwan). 3 wins at 3 and 4 in FR, $46,700 (USA).

Blushing Hector (g. by Mr. Prospector). 3 wins, 4 to 6 in NA, $29,987 (USA).

=Pieds de Plume (FR) (f. by Seattle Slew). Placed in 1 start at 3 in FR, $6,016 (USA). Dam of--

=HEARTHSTEAD MAISON (IRE) (c. by Peintre Celebre). 5 wins, 2 to 4 in ENG and IRE, $299,969 (USA), StarAir Kilternan S. [G3], Foundation S., 2nd Totesport Derby Trial S. [G3], 3rd David Wilson Homes Steventon S., Onerailway.com Fairway S.

=RAVE REVIEWS (IRE) (f. by Sadler’s Wells). Winner at 2 and 3 in ENG, placed in 2 starts at 4 in ITR, $121,037 (USA), Swettenham Stud Trial S., 2nd Premio Lydia Tesio [G1], 3rd R. L. Davison Pretty Polly S. Producer.

=DIRGAM (IRE) (g. by $Galileo (IRE)). 3 wins in 6 starts at 3 in FR, $74,132 (USA), 2nd Prix d'Are 

=FERMION (IRE) (f. by Sadler’s Wells). 2 wins at 3 in IRE and ENG, $63,307 (USA), E.B.F. Chalice S., 2nd Kilboy Estate S. Dam of--

=Teleope (GB) (f. by =Pivotal (GB)). 6 wins at 3 and 4, placed at 5, 2016 in AUS, $172,080 (USA), 3rd Ladbrokes Cockram S. [G3].

=Roman Soldier (IRE) (c. by =Holy Roman Emperor (IRE)). Winner at 2 in ENG, placed at 5 in HK, $88,236 (USA), 2nd Coventry S. [G2], TNT July S. [G2].

=SAIL (IRE) (f. by Sadler’s Wells). Winner at 3 in ENG, placed at 3 in IRE, $50,821 (USA), Weatherbys Bank Cheshire Oaks. Dam of--

=Walec (GB) (g. by Shamardal). 5 wins, 2 to 4, 2016 in FR, $133,659 (USA), 2nd Prix de Meautry Barriere [G3].

Moth (IRE) (f. by $Galileo (IRE)). Winner at 3 in IRE, placed in 2 starts at ENG, $121,393 (USA), 3rd QIPCO One Thousand Guineas [G1].

=Spin (IRE) (f. by $Galileo (IRE)). Winner at 2 in IRE, $57,311 (USA), 2nd Irish Stallion Farms E.B.F. Blue Wind S. [G3], Ardilaun Hotel Oyster S.

=Jeu de Plume (IRE) (f. by $Montjeu (IRE)). Unplaced in FR. Dam of--
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=Spotlight Dream (IRE) (g. by =Holy Roman Emperor (IRE)). Winner in 4 starts at 2 and 3, 2017 in FR, $43,543 (USA), 3rd Prix Montenica.
Keltshaan (f. by Pleasant Colony). Unraced. Dam of--
=KINSHASA NO KISEKI (AUS) (c. by =Fuji Kiseki (JPN)). 12 wins, 2 to 8 in JPN, $8,337,760 (USA), Champion sprinter in Japan, Champion miler in Japan, Takamatsunomiya Kinen [G1] twice, Hanshin Cup [G2] twice, Mainichi Broadcasting System Sho Swan S. [G2], Yukan Fuji Sho Ocean S. [G3], Hakodate Sprint S., etc. Sire.
=Raging Fire (AUS) (g. by =Snippets (AUS)). 3 wins, 3 to 6 in AUS and MAC, $151,200 (USA), 2nd Talindert S.
=Feather Duster (AUS) (f. by End Sweep). 5 wins at 3 and 4 in AUS, $55,431 (USA), 3rd KPMG Matrice S. Dam of--
=SHE’S CLEAN (AUS) (f. by =Redoute’s Choice (AUS)). 10 wins, 3 to 7, placed at 8, 2016 in AUS, $652,237 (USA), Suez Tibbie S. [G3], Invermien Triscay S., June S., 2nd Le Pine Funerals Summoned S. [G3], 3rd Lavazza Short Black Maybe Mahal S. [G3], etc.
=Catshaan (AUS) (f. by Catrail). 4 wins at 2 and 3 in AUS, $13,109 (USA). Dam of--
=ABSOLUTELY (AUS) (f. by =Redoute’s Choice (AUS)). Winner at 3 in AUS, $490,121 (USA), Patinack Farm AJC Australian Oaks [G1], 2nd Schweppes Australasian Oaks [G1], Arrow Training Services Alexandra S., 3rd Sportingbet Fillies’ Classic Moonee Valley Oaks [G2], Schweppervescence Auraria S. [G3].
=ABBIE MARIE (AUS) (f. by =Redoute’s Choice (AUS)). 3 wins in 6 starts at 3 in AUS, $242,143 (USA), Schweppes Australiasian Oaks [G1].

RACE RECORD for =Plumatic (GB): Unraced.